DATA SHEET

Sensor Fusion
Development Kit:
Getting started with
FreeRTOS
Prototype your IoT and sensor fusion concepts and
scale to mass production with the Sensor Fusion
Development Kit. Use this guide to set up your kit as an
IoT Controller that can connect to the AWS Cloud.

KEY COMPONENTS

Integrated sensors and
compute module

• QuickLogic EOS S3 - ARM
Cortex M4-F up to 80Mhz
with 512KB SRAM

• 64mb SPI flash
• Infineon DPS310 - Digital
Barometric Pressure

• Infineon IM69D130 - Digital
MEMS Microphone

• ST LSM6DSO – 6-axis IMU

INTRODUCTION
The Flex Sensor Fusion Development Kit (SFDK) is a reference platform designed for use as a
development tool for sensor fusion based IoT systems. It was jointly developed by Flex and Infineon.
The SFDK was designed following the Adafruit “Feather” specification. This is a board specification
which is part of the “Adafruit Feather Ecosystem”. The main SFDK consists of two small PCBAs: an
Esp32 Controller “Feather” and a Sensor Fusion “Feather Wing”, which stacks on top of the feather.
The Sensor Fusion Wing is the core of the sensor fusion development platform. It contains a high
accuracy Infineon barometric pressure sensor, a high SNR Infineon MEMS microphone, an ST Micro
Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and a Quicklogic EOS-S3 microcontroller. The EOS-S3 microcontroller
is an Edge AI capable device that processes microphone and other sensor data through local sensor
fusion algorithms to trigger a notification or alarm.
The ESP32 Controller, with FreeRTOS firmware installed, serves as an IoT Controller by adding ESP32
based WiFi/Bluetooth connectivity to the Sensor Fusion Wing so pre-processed or raw sensor data
from the Sensor Fusion Wing can be uploaded to the AWS Cloud for further processing.
This document describes the pinout and hardware configuration of the Sensor Fusion Development
Kit and describes how to set up the FreeRTOS development environment, compile and flash FreeRTOS
firmware to the ESP32 Controller via a micro-USB cable.
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SENSOR FUSION DEVELOPMENT KIT HARDWARE
Included in the Kit

ESP32 Controller Feather + Sensor Fusion Wing “Stack”

ESP32 Controller

Sensor Fusion Wing

Please note: The Flex ESP32 Controller Feather and Sensor Fusion Wing
may come in a variety of soldermask colors.
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ESP32 Controller Hardware Description
The ESP32 Controller Feather is built around an ESP-WROOM32 module, which includes a
dual-core ESP32 processor, 4 MB of SPI Flash, and Antenna. The ESP32 has both Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth support.
Because it is part of the Adafruit Feather ecosystem, there are dozens of Feather Wings
available to aid in development.
Documentation on the ESP32 and ESP-WROOM32 devices is available on Espressif’s website.
In addition to the ESP WROOM32 module, the ESP32 Controller includes a LiPo (Lithium
Polymer) battery charger, 3.3V regulator, a USB to Serial Converter, a 16V LCD display power
supply, and two high density FPC connectors to accommodate additional display and input
devices.

All available ports on the ESP-WROOM32 are brought out to edge connectors for maximum
development flexibility.

The ESP32 Controller is populated with stacking headers.
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Flex ESP32 Controller Pinout

The Flex ESP32 Controller is a Feather board and complies with the Adafruit Feather
specification. Feather boards have standard pinouts to make them compatible with Feather
Wings (daughter boards) that are added to enhance the capability of a Feather.
A Feather is a development tool that typically features an MCU with wireless capability. As
many GPIO as possible are exposed to aid in hardware/software development.
The ESP32 Controller has all the pins of a typical Feather board with an additional 10 pins
exposed (5 bottom rows shown in the table above). Pin descriptions for the typical Feather
can be found on the Adafruit website here. The additional pins exposed on the ESP32
Controller are as shown.

The bottom 3 rows of pins make up the QSPI bus the ESP_VROOM32 uses to communicate
with its internal FLASH. Experienced developers can use this bus to add components on the
SPI bus such as QSPI PSRAM. GPIO0, GPIO2 and GPIO35 are exposed here as well. The VSW
pin is a 16V supply designed to drive an LCD backlight.
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Sensor Fusion Wing Hardware Description
The Sensor Fusion Wing is an Infineon design built around a Quicklogic EOS-S3 Voice and
Sensor Processor. The EOS-S3 includes a Sensor Manager, Flexible Fusion Engine, FPGA, and an
ARM Cortex-M4F.
Because it's compatible with the Adafruit Feather eco-system, there are several Feathers
available to aid in development.
Documentation on the Quicklogic EOS-S3 Voice and Sensor Processor is available on
Quicklogic’s website.
In addition to the Quicklogic EOS-S3, the Sensor Fusion Wing includes a voltage regulator, an
8Mb FLASH for program and data storage, an Infineon DPS310 digital pressure sensor, an
Infineon IM69D130 digital microphone and an ST Micro LSM6DSO IMU.
The Sensor Fusion Wing communicates with the Feather host processor via a UART port.
There are 5 additional pins that are also available to the host. A separate RESET line is provided
for host control. A GPIO is provided that is configured as an alarm interrupt signal. Two pins
(IO_19 and IO_20) are used to set the EOS-S3 boot and debug configurations. An additional
pin (IO_3) is provided for developer use.
All remaining available ports on the Quicklogic EOS-S3 are brought out to a separate header
“block” (populated by the developer as required) for maximum development flexibility.
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Sensor Fusion Wing Pinout

The Host Feather (ESP32 Controller) communicates with the Sensor Fusion Wing via a UART
(IO24 and IO25) interface.
The RESET pin can be used by the host to RESET the Sensor Fusion Wing independently from the
Feather reset pin.
IO19, IO20 and RESET pins can be used by the host to control the boot mode of the EOS-S3. If
both IO19 and IO20 are set high, and a reset is issued, the EOS-S3 is set in AP mode with SWD
access so the J-Link debugger can be used to program the flash memory. If both IO19 and
IO20 are set low, and a reset is issued, the EOS-S3 is set in Wearable Mode, which allows the
EOS-S3 to boot and run from the local FLASH memory (normal mode of operation for the
Sensor Fusion Wing).
As shipped from the factory, the ESP32 Controller is programmed to manipulate these pins so
the Sensor Fusion Wing can be easily switched between programming mode and operational
mode.
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Sensor Fusion Wing Operation
The Sensor Fusion Wing uses Infineon’s DPS310, which is a high accuracy digital barometric air
pressure sensor, capable of measuring both pressure and temperature. The pressure sensor
communicates with the Quicklogic MCU via I2C.
The system also employs the Infineon IM69D130 microphone. The microphone is connected to
the MCU via a PDM interface.
Also included on the Sensor Fusion Wing is the ST Micro LSM6DSO IMU. The IMU is connected to
the MCU via I2C.
The Sensor Fusion Wing is factory programmed with a Sensor Fusion alarm algorithm
developed by Infineon. The Quicklogic device boots from the external SPI Flash memory and
starts monitoring sound and pressure.
If the sensor fusion algorithm senses the correct combination of pressure and sound, signifying
a window break, it triggers an Alarm, the red LED illuminates, and alarm signal is generated on
the ALARM pin of J1. The algorithm will also generate an alarm on a specific pressure
signature generated by opening a door to a home.
The serial port can be used to monitor and determine the detailed alarm status, send debug
commands and to set parameters on the Sensor Fusion Wing.
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HARDWARE AND COMMUNICATIONS SETUP
Connect the Sensor Fusion Development Kit
When you are ready to start development on the Sensor Fusion Development Kit, simply use a
micro-USB cable to attach the ESP32 Controller to a host machine. The cable provides power
and enables communications between the PC and both the ESP32 Controller and the Sensor
Fusion Wing.
Install the Serial Port Driver
In order to write firmware to the ESP32 Controller, a communications link must be set up.
Download and install the SiLabs CP2104 Driver to setup a USB COM Port. This provides a
programming and communication interface for the ESP32 Controller.
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AWS ACCOUNT SETUP
Before you get started with FreeRTOS on your ESP32 Controller, you need to set up your AWS account
and permissions.
To create an AWS account, see Create and Activate an AWS Account.
To add an IAM user to your AWS account, see IAM User Guide. To grant your IAM user account
access to AWS IoT and FreeRTOS, attach the following IAM policies to your IAM user account:
•

AmazonFreeRTOSFullAccess

•

AWSIoTFullAccess

To attach the AmazonFreeRTOSFullAccess policy to your IAM user
1. Browse to the IAM console, and from the navigation pane, choose Users.
2. Enter your username in the search text box, and then choose it from the list.
3. Choose Add permissions.
4. Choose Attach existing policies directly.
5. In the search box, enter AmazonFreeRTOSFullAccess, choose it from the list, and then
choose Next: Review.
6. Choose Add permissions.
To attach the AWSIoTFullAccess policy to your IAM user
1. Browse to the IAM console, and from the navigation pane, choose Users.
2. Enter your username in the search text box, and then choose it from the list.
3. Choose Add permissions.
4. Choose Attach existing policies directly.
5. In the search box, enter AWSIoTFullAccess, choose it from the list, and then choose Next:
Review.
6. Choose Add permissions.
For more information about IAM and user accounts, see IAM User Guide.
For more information about policies, see IAM Permissions and Policies.
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DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT SETUP
Setup the Toolchain
FreeRTOS is not pre-loaded on the ESP32 Controller so it will need to be built and flashed to
the device. In this guide we will use Espressif’s ESP32 toolchain and freeRTOS configuration.
To set up the toolchain and additional tools, follow the instructions below for your host
machine’s operating system. This will load ESP32 Xtensa toolchain, build tools with the option
to install CMake, Python and git if not already available on the host machine.
Setup the Toolchain in Windows
Setup the Toolchain in Linux
Setup the Toolchain in Mac OS

Download and Configure FreeRTOS AWS Reference Integrations
1. Download the FreeRTOS AWS Reference Integrations from GitHub. Flex recommends using
a release branch (synced to the LTS version of the freertos_kernel). See
the README.md file for instructions.
2. If you are running macOS or Linux, open a terminal. If you are running Windows, open a
terminal using mingw32. If you do not have mingw32 installed on your system, download
and install msys2. Msys2 is a Windows build platform that contains several build tools as
well as the mingw32 terminal. mingw32.exe can be found in the msys2 root directory. The
default location is C:\msys32
3. From the terminal, verify that you have Python 2.7.10 or later installed, run python --version.
The version installed is displayed. If you do not have Python 2.7.10 or later installed, you
can install it from the Python website. If the python command is not found, find the path to
your python installation and edit the file .bash_profile in the msys32\home\<username>
directory.
4. Add the line export PATH=$PATH:/c/Python27:/c/Python27/scripts and save the change.
5. You need the AWS CLI to run AWS IoT commands. If you are running Windows, use the pip
install awscli -–upgrade --user command to install the AWS CLI in the mingw32
environment. You will have to add the AWS CLI path info to the .bash_profile as explained
in the previous step. This path is typically
/c/Users/<username>/AppData/Roaming/Scripts. If you are running macOS or Linux, see
Installing the AWS Command Line Interface.
6. Run aws configure and modify the AWS CLI with your AWS access key ID, secret access
key, and default region name. The keys are generated in your IAM console. For more
information, see Configuring the AWS CLI.
7. Use the following command to install the AWS SDK for Python (boto3):
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•
•

On Windows, in the mingw32 environment, run install boto3 --user
On macOS or Linux, run pip install tornado nose --user and then run pip install

boto3 --user.

Edit the configuration script
FreeRTOS includes the SetupAWS.py script to make it easier to set up your Flex ESP32
Controller to connect to AWS IoT. To configure the script, open:
freertos/tools/aws_config_quick_start/configure.json and set the following attributes:
afr_source_dir
The complete path to the freertos directory on your computer. Make sure that you use
forward slashes to specify this path.
thing_name
The name that you want to assign to the AWS IoT thing that represents your board.
wifi_ssid
The SSID of your Wi-Fi network.
wifi_password
The password for your Wi-Fi network.
wifi_security
The security type for your Wi-Fi network.
Valid security types are:
•

eWiFiSecurityOpen (Open, no security)

•

eWiFiSecurityWEP (WEP security)

•

eWiFiSecurityWPA (WPA security)

•

eWiFiSecurityWPA2 (WPA2 security)

Run the configuration script
1. If you are running macOS or Linux, open a terminal prompt. If you are running Windows,
open mingw32.exe.
2. Go to the freertos/tools/aws_config_quick_start directory and run python SetupAWS.py
setup.
The script does the following:
•

Creates an IoT thing, certificate, and policy
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•

Attaches the IoT policy to the certificate and the certificate to the AWS IoT thing

•

Populates the aws_clientcredential.h file with your AWS IoT endpoint, Wi-Fi SSID, and
credentials

•

Formats your certificate and private key and writes them to the
aws_clientcredential_keys.h header file

Note: The certificate is hard-coded for demonstration purposes only. Production-level
applications should store these files in a secure location.
For more information about SetupAWS.py, see the README.md in the
freertos/tools/aws_config_quick_start directory.
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BUILD, FLASH, AND RUN THE FreeRTOS DEMO
The FreeRTOS default demo application is the “coreMQTT Mutual Authentication Demo”. This
“Getting Started Guide” uses the default configuration so there is no need to enable or disable any
demos. Consult the FreeRTOS Documentation for further details. You can use cmake to generate the
build files, make or ninja to build the application binary, and Espressif's IDF utility to flash your board.
Build FreeRTOS on Windows
(If you are using Linux or MacOS, please see the next section.)
On Windows, you must specify a build generator for CMake, otherwise CMake defaults to
Visual Studio. Flex officially recommends the Ninja build system. You must run CMake
commands in a native Windows environment like cmd or PowerShell. Running CMake
commands in a virtual Linux environment, like MSYS2 or WSL, is not supported.
Use CMake to generate the build files, and then use Make to build the application.
To generate the demo application's build files with CMake
1. Change directories to the root of your FreeRTOS download directory.
2. Use the following command to generate the build files:
cmake -DVENDOR=espressif -DBOARD=esp32_devkitc -DCOMPILER=xtensaesp32 -GNinja -S . -B build-directory

Notes:
build-directory can be any directory you create in the FreeRTOS root (e.g. build)
To build the application for debugging, add the -DCMAKE_BUILD_TYPE=Debug flag to this

command.
The code provided by Espressif uses the lightweight IP (lwIP) stack as the default
networking stack. To use the FreeRTOS+TCP networking stack instead, add the –
DAFR_ESP_FREERTOS_TCP flag to the CMake command.
To add the lwIP dependency for non-vendor provided code, add the following lines to
the CMake dependency file, CMakeLists.txt, for your custom WiFi component.

# Add a dependency on the bluetooth espressif component to the common
component
set(COMPONENT_REQUIRES lwip)

To build the application change directories to the build directory and invoke Ninja to build the
application:
cd build-directory
ninja

Or, use the generic cmake interface to build the application:
cmake --build build-directory
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Build FreeRTOS on Linux and MacOS
Use CMake to generate the build files, and then use Make to build the application.
To generate the demo application's build files with CMake
1.

Change directories to the root of your FreeRTOS download directory.

2.

Use the following command to generate the build files:
cmake -DVENDOR=espressif -DBOARD=esp32_devkitc -DCOMPILER=xtensaesp32 -GNinja -S . -B build-directory

Notes:
build-directory can be any directory you create in the FreeRTOS root (e.g. build)
To build the application for debugging, add the -DCMAKE_BUILD_TYPE=Debug flag to this

command.
The code provided by Espressif uses the lightweight IP (lwIP) stack as the default
networking stack. To use the FreeRTOS+TCP networking stack instead, add the –
DAFR_ESP_FREERTOS_TCP flag to the CMake command.
To add the lwIP dependency for non-vendor provided code, add the following lines to
the CMake dependency file, CMakeLists.txt, for your custom WiFi component.

# Add a dependency on the bluetooth espressif component to the common
component
set(COMPONENT_REQUIRES lwip)

To build the application with make
1. Change directories to the build directory.
2. Use the following command to build the application with Make:
make all -j4

Flash and run FreeRTOS
Use Espressif's IDF utility to flash your board, run the application, and see logs.
To erase the board's flash, go to the freertos directory and use the following command:
./vendors/espressif /esp-idf/tools/idf.py erase_flash -B build-directory

To flash the application binary to your board, use make:
make flash

You can also use the IDF script to flash your board:
./vendors/espressif /esp-idf/tools/idf.py flash -B build-directory

To monitor:
./vendors/espressif /esp-idf/tools/idf.py monitor -p /dev/ttyUSB1 -B
build-directory
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Note:
You can combine these commands. For example:
./vendors/espressif /esp-idf/tools/idf.py erase_flash flash monitor -p /dev/ttyUSB1 B build-directory

Monitoring MQTT messages in the cloud
You can use the MQTT client in the AWS IoT console to monitor the messages that your device
sends to the AWS Cloud.
To subscribe to the MQTT topic with the AWS IoT MQTT client
1. Sign in to the AWS IoT console.
2. In the navigation pane, choose Test then choose MQTT test client.
3. In Subscription topic, enter iotdemo/#, and then choose Subscribe to topic.
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Run the Bluetooth Low Energy demos
FreeRTOS supports Bluetooth Low Energy connectivity.
To run the FreeRTOS demo project across Bluetooth Low Energy, you need to run the
FreeRTOS Bluetooth Low Energy Mobile SDK Demo Application on an iOS or Android mobile
device.
To set up the FreeRTOS Bluetooth Low Energy mobile SDK demo application
1. Follow the instructions in Mobile SDKs for FreeRTOS Bluetooth Devices to download and
install the SDK for your mobile platform on your host computer.
2. Follow the instructions in FreeRTOS Bluetooth Low Energy Mobile SDK Demo
Application to set up the demo mobile application on your mobile device.
For instructions about how to run the MQTT over Bluetooth Low Energy demo on your board,
see the MQTT over Bluetooth Low Energy Demo Application.
For instructions about how to run the Wi-Fi provisioning demo on your board, see the Wi-Fi
Provisioning Demo Application.
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USING FREERTOS IN YOUR OWN CMAKE PROJECT FOR THE ESP32
CONTROLLER
If you want to consume FreeRTOS AWS Reference Integrations in your own CMake project, you can
set it up as a subdirectory and build it together with your application. First, get a copy of the release
branch of FreeRTOS AWS Reference Integrations either from GitHub, or from the FreeRTOS console. If
you're using git, you can also set it up as a git submodule with the following command so it's easier to
update in the future. Verify that the release is tied to an LTS FreeRTOS Kernel.
git submodule add -b release https://github.com/aws/amazon-freertos.git freertos

If a newer version is released, you can update your local copy with these commands.
# Pull the latest changes from the remote tracking branch.
git submodule update --remote -- amazon-freertos
# Commit the submodule change because it is pointing to a different revision now.
git add amazon-freertos
git commit -m "Update FreeRTOS to a new release"

Assuming your project has the following directory structure:
- freertos (the copy that you obtained from GitHub or the AWS IoT console)
- src
- main.c (your application code)
- CMakeLists.txt

Here's an example of the top-level CMakeLists.txt file that can be used to build your application
together with FreeRTOS.
cmake_minimum_required(VERSION 3.13)
project(freertos_examples)
add_executable(my_app src/main.c)
# Tell IDF build to link against this target.
set(IDF_PROJECT_EXECUTABLE my_app)
# Add FreeRTOS as a subdirectory. AFR_BOARD tells which board to target.
set(AFR_BOARD espressif.esp32_devkitc CACHE INTERNAL "")
add_subdirectory(freertos)
# Link against the mqtt library so that we can use it. Dependencies are transitively
# linked.
target_link_libraries(my_app PRIVATE AFR::mqtt)
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To build the project, run the following CMake commands. Make sure the ESP32 compiler is in the
PATH environment variable.
cmake -S . -B build-directory -DCMAKE_TOOLCHAIN_FILE=freertos/tools/cmake/toolchains/xtensaesp32.cmake -GNinja
cmake --build build

To flash the application to your board, run
cmake --build build-directory --target flash

Using components from FreeRTOS
After running CMake, you can find all available components in the summary output. It should look
something like this:
====================Configuration for FreeRTOS====================
Version:
201910.00
Git version:
201910.00-388-gcb3612cb7
Target microcontroller:
vendor:
board:
description:
family:
data ram size:
program memory size:
Host platform:
OS:
Toolchain:
Toolchain path:
CMake generator:
FreeRTOS modules:
Modules to build:

Enabled by user:
Enabled by dependency:
3rdparty dependencies:
Available demos:

espressif
esp32_devkitc
Development board produced by Espressif that comes in two
variants either with ESP-WROOM-32 or ESP32-WROVER module
ESP32
520KB
4MB
Linux-4.15.0-66-generic
xtensa-esp32
/opt/xtensa-esp32-elf
Ninja
ble, ble_hal, ble_wifi_provisioning, common, crypto, defender,
dev_mode_key_provisioning, freertos_plus_tcp, greengrass,
https, kernel, mqtt, ota, pkcs11, pkcs11_implementation,
platform, secure_sockets, serializer, shadow, tls, wifi
ble, ble_hal, ble_wifi_provisioning, defender, greengrass,
https, mqtt, ota, pkcs11, pkcs11_implementation, platform,
secure_sockets, shadow, wifi
common, crypto, demo_base, dev_mode_key_provisioning,
freertos, freertos_plus_tcp, kernel, pkcs11_mbedtls,
secure_sockets_freertos_plus_tcp, serializer, tls, utils
http_parser, jsmn, mbedtls, pkcs11, tinycbor
demo_ble, demo_ble_numeric_comparison, demo_defender,
demo_greengrass_connectivity, demo_https, demo_mqtt, demo_ota,
demo_shadow, demo_tcp, demo_wifi_provisioning

Available tests:
=========================================================================
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You can reference any components from the "Modules to build" list. To link them into your
application, put the AFR:: namespace in front of the name, for example, AFR::mqtt, AFR::ota, etc.
Add custom components to ESP-IDF
You can add more components to the ESP-IDF build environment. For example, assuming you want
to add a component called foo, and your project looks like this:
- freertos
- components
- foo
- include
- foo.h
- src
- foo.c
- CMakeLists.txt
- src
- main.c
- CMakeLists.txt

Here's an example of the CMakeLists.txt file for your component:
# include paths of this components.
set(COMPONENT_ADD_INCLUDEDIRS include)
# source files of this components.
set(COMPONENT_SRCDIRS src)
# Alternatively, use COMPONENT_SRCS to specify source files explicitly
# set(COMPONENT_SRCS src/foo.c)
# add this components, this will define a CMake library target.
register_component()

You can also specify dependencies using the standard CMake function target_link_libraries.
Note that the target name for your component is stored in the variable COMPONENT_TARGET, defined
by the ESP-IDF.
# add this component, this will define a CMake library target.
register_component()
# standard CMake function can be used to specify dependencies. ${COMPONENT_TARGET} is defined
# from esp-idf when you call register_component, by default it's idf_component_<folder_name>.
target_link_libraries(${COMPONENT_TARGET} PRIVATE AFR::mqtt)

For ESP components, this is done by setting 2
variables COMPONENT_REQUIRES and COMPONENT_PRIV_REQUIRES. See Build System (CMake) in the ESPIDF Programming Guide v3.3.
# If the dependencies are from ESP-IDF, use these 2 variables. Note these need to be
# set before calling register_component().
set(COMPONENT_REQUIRES log)
set(COMPONENT_PRIV_REQUIRES lwip)
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Then, in the top level CMakeLists.txt file, you tell ESP-IDF where to find these components. Insert the
following lines anywhere before add_subdirectory(freertos):
# Add some extra components. IDF_EXTRA_COMPONENT_DIRS is a variable used by ESP-IDF
# to collect extra components.
get_filename_component(
EXTRA_COMPONENT_DIRS
"components/foo" ABSOLUTE
)
list(APPEND IDF_EXTRA_COMPONENT_DIRS ${EXTRA_COMPONENT_DIRS})

This component is now automatically linked to your application code by default. You should be able
to include its header files and call the functions it defines.
Override the configurations for FreeRTOS
There's currently no well-defined approach to redefining the configs outside of the FreeRTOS source
tree. By default, CMake will look for
the freertos/vendors/espressif/boards/esp32/aws_demos/config_files/ and freertos/demos/inc
lude/ directories. However, you can use a workaround to tell the compiler to search other directories
first. For example, you can add another folder for FreeRTOS configurations:
- freertos
- freertos-configs
- aws_clientcredential.h
- aws_clientcredential_keys.h
- iot_mqtt_agent_config.h
- iot_config.h
- components
- src
- CMakeLists.txt

The files under freertos-configs are copied from freertos/vendors/espressif/boards/
esp32/aws_demos/config_files/ and freertos/demos/include/ directories.
Then, in your top level CMakeLists.txt file, add this line before add_subdirectory (freertos) so that
the compiler will search this directory first:
include_directories(BEFORE freertos-configs)

Providing your own sdkconfig for ESP-IDF
In case you want to provide your own sdkconfig.default, you can set the CMake
variable IDF_SDKCONFIG_DEFAULTS, from the command line:
cmake -S . -B build-directory -DIDF_SDKCONFIG_DEFAULTS=path_to_your_sdkconfig_defaults DCMAKE_TOOLCHAIN_FILE=freertos/tools/cmake/toolchains/xtensa-esp32.cmake -GNinja

If you don’t specify a location for your own sdkconfig.default file, FreeRTOS will use the default file
located at freertos/vendors/espressif/boards/esp32/aws_demos/sdkconfig.defaults.
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Summary
If you have a project with a component called foo, and you want to override some configurations,
here's a complete example of the top level CMakeLists.txt file.
cmake_minimum_required(VERSION 3.13)
project(freertos_examples)
add_executable(my_app src/main.c)
# Tell IDF build to link against this target.
set(IDF_PROJECT_EXECUTABLE my_app)
# Add some extra components. IDF_EXTRA_COMPONENT_DIRS is a variable used by ESP-IDF
# to collect extra components.
get_filename_component(
EXTRA_COMPONENT_DIRS
"components/foo" ABSOLUTE
)
list(APPEND IDF_EXTRA_COMPONENT_DIRS ${EXTRA_COMPONENT_DIRS})
# Override the configurations for FreeRTOS.
include_directories(BEFORE freertos-configs)
# Add FreeRTOS as a subdirectory. AFR_BOARD tells which board to target.
set(AFR_BOARD espressif.esp32_devkitc CACHE INTERNAL "")
add_subdirectory(freertos)
# Link against the mqtt library so that we can use it. Dependencies are transitively
# linked.
target_link_libraries(my_app PRIVATE AFR::mqtt)
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
SETUP THE TOOLCHAIN IN WINDOWS
Install the ESP-IDF Tools
Download the ESP-IDF Tools installer from this URL:
https://dl.espressif.com/dl/esp-idf-tools-setup-1.2.exe
Install cmake
The ESP-IDF tools installer installs cmake but it will need to be updated. Uninstall cmake and
install the latest version of cmake available here.
Install Git
The ESP-IDF tools installer does not install Git. By default, the getting started guide assumes you
will be using Git on the command line. You can download and install a command line Git for
Windows (along with the “Git Bash” terminal) from Git For Windows.
Go to Download and Configure freeRTOS
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SETUP THE TOOLCHAIN IN LINUX
Install Prerequisites
To compile with ESP-IDF you need to get the following packages:
•

CentOS 7:
sudo yum install git wget ncurses-devel flex bison gperf python pyserial cmake ninja-build
ccache

•

Ubuntu and Debian:
sudo apt-get install git wget libncurses-dev flex bison gperf python python-pip pythonsetuptools python-serial python-cryptography python-future python-pyparsing cmake ninjabuild ccache

•

Arch:
sudo pacman -S --needed gcc git make ncurses flex bison gperf python2-pyserial python2cryptography python2-future python2-pyparsing cmake ninja ccache

Install the ESP-IDF Tools
The ESP32 toolchain for Linux can be downloaded from Espressif website:
•

for 64-bit Linux:
https://dl.espressif.com/dl/xtensa-esp32-elf-linux64-1.22.0-80-g6c4433a-5.2.0.tar.gz

•

for 32-bit Linux:
https://dl.espressif.com/dl/xtensa-esp32-elf-linux32-1.22.0-80-g6c4433a-5.2.0.tar.gz

1. Download this file, and extract it in the ~/esp directory:
•

for 64-bit Linux:
mkdir -p ~/esp
cd ~/esp
tar -xzf ~/Downloads/xtensa-esp32-elf-linux64-1.22.0-80-g6c4433a-5.2.0.tar.gz

•

for 32-bit Linux:
mkdir -p ~/esp
cd ~/esp
tar -xzf ~/Downloads/xtensa-esp32-elf-linux32-1.22.0-80-g6c4433a-5.2.0.tar.gz

The toolchain will be extracted into ~/esp/xtensa-esp32-elf/ directory.
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2. Update your PATH environment variable in ~/.profile file (or the profile associated with your
preferred shell). To make xtensa-esp32-elf available for all terminal sessions, add the
following line to your ~/.profile file:
export PATH="$HOME/esp/xtensa-esp32-elf/bin:$PATH"

3. Log off and log in back to make the .profile changes effective. Run the following
command to verify if PATH is correctly set:
printenv PATH

You should see your entry containing the toolchain’s path at the beginning of the
displayed string:

Issues
Permission issues /dev/ttyUSB0
With some Linux distributions you may get a “Failed to open port /dev/ttyUSB0” error message
when flashing the ESP32. This can be solved by adding the current user to the dialout group.

Arch Linux Users
To run the precompiled gdb (xtensa-esp32-elf-gdb) in Arch Linux requires ncurses 5, but Arch
uses ncurses 6.
Backwards compatibility libraries are available in AUR for native and lib32 configurations:
https://aur.archlinux.org/packages/ncurses5-compat-libs/
https://aur.archlinux.org/packages/lib32-ncurses5-compat-libs/
Before installing these packages you might need to add the author’s public key to your
keyring as described in the “Comments” section at the links above.
Alternatively, use crosstool-NG to compile a gdb that links against ncurses 6.
Go to Download and Configure freeRTOS
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SETUP THE TOOLCHAIN IN MAC OS
Install Prerequisites
ESP-IDF will use the version of Python installed by default on Mac OS.

•

install pip:
sudo easy_install pip

•

install pyserial:
pip install --user pyserial

•

install CMake, Ninja build and ccache:
o

If you have HomeBrew, you can run:
brew install cmake ninja ccache

o

If you have MacPorts, you can run:
sudo port install cmake ninja ccache

o

Otherwise, consult the CMake and Ninja home pages for Mac OS installation
downloads.

Note
If an error like this is shown during any step:
xcrun: error: invalid active developer path (/Library/Developer/CommandLineTools), missing
xcrun at: /Library/Developer/CommandLineTools/usr/bin/xcrun

Then you will need to install the XCode command line tools to continue. You can install these
by running
xcode-select --install

Toolchain Setup
ESP32 toolchain for macOS is available for download from the Espressif website:
https://dl.espressif.com/dl/xtensa-esp32-elf-osx-1.22.0-80-g6c4433a-5.2.0.tar.gz
Download this file, then extract it in ~/esp directory:
mkdir -p ~/esp
cd ~/esp
tar -xzf ~/Downloads/xtensa-esp32-elf-osx-1.22.0-80-g6c4433a-5.2.0.tar.gz

The toolchain will be extracted into ~/esp/xtensa-esp32-elf/ directory.
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1. Update your PATH environment variable in ~/.profile file (or the profile associated with your
preferred shell). To make xtensa-esp32-elf available for all terminal sessions, add the
following line to your ~/.profile file:
export PATH="$HOME/esp/xtensa-esp32-elf/bin:$PATH"

2. Log off and log in back to make the profile changes effective. Run the following
command to verify if PATH is correctly set:
printenv PATH

You should see your entry containing the toolchain’s path at the beginning of the
displayed string:

Go to Download and Configure freeRTOS
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